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Annotation A collection of nine contributions that cover such topics of alternative fuel technologies as liquified petroleum gas,
electric and hybrid vehicles, fuel cells. Specific subjects discussed include clean fuel technology, alkaline fuel cells for road
traction, manufacturing challenges of alternative fuelled vehicles (AFCs), and the development of the AFC market. All of the
discussions of policy and programs are drawn from the UK. Distributed by ASME. Annotation c. Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
(booknews.com)
Covers the weapons, vehicles, equipment, and systems used by the United States military
In "100 to 1 in the Stock Market," Thomas Phelps discloses the secrets and strategies to increasing your wealth one hundredfold
through buy-and-hold investing. Unlike the short-term trading trends that are popular today, Phelps s highly logical, yet radical
approach focuses on identifying compounding machines in public markets, buying their stocks, and holding these investments long
term for at least ten years. In this indispensable guide, Phelps analyzes what made the big companies of his day so profitable for
the diligent, long-term investor. You will learn how to identify and invest in profitable business models without visible growth
ceilings that will quickly increase your earnings. Worth its weight in gold (and then some), "100 to 1 in the Stock Market"
illuminates the way to the path of long-term wealth for you and your heirs. With this classic, yet highly relevant approach, you will
pick companies wisely and watch your investments soar Thomas William Phelps (1903 1992) spent over 40 years in the investing
world working as a private investor, columnist, analyst, and financial advisor. His illustrious investing career began just before the
stock market crash in 1929 and lasted into the 1970s. In 1927, he began his career with "The Wall Street Journal" where he was a
reporter, news editor, and chief. Beginning in 1936, he edited "Barron s National Financial Weekly." From 1949 to 1960, he served
as an assistant to the chairman and manager of the economics department at Socony Mobil Oil. Following this venture, he was a
partner in the investment firm of Scudder, Stevens & Clark until his retirement in 1970. "One of the five greatest investment books
you've never heard of" -- "The Daily Reckoning" "Of all the books on investing that I ve read over the years, 100 to 1 in the stock
market one was at once, the most pleasurable and most challenging to my own beliefs." -- Value Walk (ValueWalk.com) "For
years we handed out copies of Mr. Phelps book as bonuses." -- Timothy Lutts, Cabot Investing Advice, one of the largest
investment advisories and newsletters in the country since 1970"
Standard & Poor's Stock ReportsNew York Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange, Nasdaq Stock Market and regional
exchangesNegotiation Excellence: Successful Deal Making (2nd Edition)World Scientific
Negotiation Excellence: Successful Deal Making is written by leading negotiation experts from top-rated universities in the US and in Asia and
its objective is to introduce readers to the theory and best practices of effective negotiation. The book includes chapters ranging from:
preparing and planning for successful negotiations; building relationships and establishing trust between negotiators; negotiating creatively to
create mutual value and win-win situations; understanding and dealing with negotiators from different cultures; to managing ethical
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dilemmas.In addition to emphasizing the link between theory and practice, the book includes deal examples such as: Renault-Nissan alliance;
mega-merger between Arcelor and Mittal Steel; Kraft Foods' acquisition of Cadbury PLC, Walt Disney Company's negotiation with the Hong
Kong government; and Komatsu, a Japanese firm's negotiation with Dresser, an American firm.Following the success of the first edition, the
second edition re-emphasizes the spirit of linking theory to practice with two new chapters on emotions in negotiation and the Indian
negotiation style.
Technologies and Approaches to Reducing the Fuel Consumption of Medium- and Heavy-Duty Vehicles evaluates various technologies and
methods that could improve the fuel economy of medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, such as tractor-trailers, transit buses, and work trucks.
The book also recommends approaches that federal agencies could use to regulate these vehicles' fuel consumption. Currently there are no
fuel consumption standards for such vehicles, which account for about 26 percent of the transportation fuel used in the U.S. The miles-pergallon measure used to regulate the fuel economy of passenger cars. is not appropriate for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles, which are
designed above all to carry loads efficiently. Instead, any regulation of medium- and heavy-duty vehicles should use a metric that reflects the
efficiency with which a vehicle moves goods or passengers, such as gallons per ton-mile, a unit that reflects the amount of fuel a vehicle
would use to carry a ton of goods one mile. This is called load-specific fuel consumption (LSFC). The book estimates the improvements that
various technologies could achieve over the next decade in seven vehicle types. For example, using advanced diesel engines in tractortrailers could lower their fuel consumption by up to 20 percent by 2020, and improved aerodynamics could yield an 11 percent reduction.
Hybrid powertrains could lower the fuel consumption of vehicles that stop frequently, such as garbage trucks and transit buses, by as much
35 percent in the same time frame.
The troubled automotive executive and maverick of the American car industry recalls the pursuit of his dream to build and sell the DeLorean
Motor Car, the ultimate disaster of that venture and his arrest for drug-trafficking, and his newfound faith in Christ
An updated look at how corporate restructuring really works Stuart Gilson is one of the leading corporate restructuring experts in the United
States, teaching thousands of students and consulting with numerous companies. Now, in the second edition of this bestselling book, Gilson
returns to present new insight into corporate restructuring. Through real-world case studies that involve some of the most prominent
restructurings of the last ten years, and highlighting the increased role of hedge funds in distressed investing, you'll develop a better sense of
the restructuring process and how it can truly create value. In addition to "classic" buyout and structuring case studies, this second edition
includes coverage of Delphi, General Motors, the Finova Group and Warren Buffett, Kmart and Sears, Adelphia Communications, Seagate
Technology, Dupont-Conoco, and even the Eurotunnel debt restructuring. Covers corporate bankruptcy reorganization, debt workouts,
"vulture" investing, equity spin-offs, asset divestitures, and much more Addresses the effect of employee layoffs and corporate downsizing
Examines how companies allocate value and when a corporation should "pull the trigger" From hedge funds to financial fraud to subprime
busts, this second edition offers a rare look at some of the most innovative and controversial restructurings ever.

"Reflecting the latest trends and issues, the new Europe, Middle East & Africa Edition of Business Marketing Management: B2B
delivers comprehensive, cutting-edge coverage that equips students with a solid understanding of today's dynamic B2B market.
The similarities and differences between consumer and business markets are clearly highlighted and there is an additional
emphasis on automated B2B practices and the impact of the Internet."--Cengage website.
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Gibbon offers an explanation for the fall of the Roman Empire, a task made difficult by a lack of comprehensive written sources,
though he was not the only historian to attempt it.
Modern Diesel Technology: Diesel Engines is an ideal primer for the aspiring diesel technician, using simple, straightforward
language and a building block approach to build a working knowledge of the modern computer-controlled diesel engine and its
subsystems. The book includes dedicated chapters for each major subsystem, along with coverage devoted to dealing with fuel
subsystems, and the basics of vehicle computer control systems. Fuel and engine management systems are discussed in generic
terms to establish an understanding of typical engine systems, and there is an emphasis on fuel systems used in post-2007 diesel
engines. Concluding with a chapter on diesel emissions and the means used to control them, this is a valuable resource designed
to serve as a foundation for more advanced studies in diesel engine technology Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The increase in domestic supplies of natural gas has raised new interest in expanding its use in the transportation sector. This
report considers issues related to wider use of natural gas as a fuel in passenger cars and commercial vehicles. The
attractiveness of natural gas as a vehicle fuel is premised in large part on its low price (on an energy-equivalent basis) compared
to gasoline and diesel fuel. When prices for gasoline and diesel are relatively low or natural gas prices are relatively high, naturalgas-based fuels lose much of their price advantage. While natural gas has other benefits-such as producing lower emissions than
gasoline and diesel and protecting users of transportation fuels from the volatility of the international oil market-it is largely the cost
advantage, if any, that will determine the future attractiveness of natural gas vehicles. There are a number of technology pathways
that could lead to greater use of natural gas in transportation. Some require pressurized systems to use natural gas in a gaseous
state, and others convert natural gas to a liquid. Two of the most widely discussed options use compressed natural gas (CNG) and
liquefied natural gas (LNG). Other technological approaches use liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), propane, and hydrogen. In
addition, natural gas can be used to generate electricity to power electric vehicles. Increasing the use of natural gas to fuel
vehicles would require creation of an extensive nationwide refueling infrastructure. Although a small number of CNG vehicles have
been on U.S. roads for more than 20 years, CNG use has been limited to vehicles that return to a central garage for refueling each
day, such as refuse trucks, short-haul trucks, and city buses. LNG, on the other hand, requires large insulated tanks to keep the
liquefied gas at a very low temperature and is therefore seen as more suitable for long-haul trucks. In both cases, the limited
availability of refueling stations has limited the distances and routes these vehicles may travel. Congress has taken a strong
interest in spurring production and use of natural gas vehicles. Legislation has been introduced on a wide range of proposals that
would equalize the tax treatment of LNG and diesel fuels, provide tax credits for natural gas vehicles and refueling equipment,
require the production of vehicles that could run on several different fuels (such as gasoline and CNG), increase federal research
and development on natural gas vehicle tank and fuel line technologies, and revise vehicle emission regulations to encourage
manufacturers to produce more CNG passenger cars. Legislation pending in the 113th Congress includes proposals that would
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extend expired tax credits for refueling property and fuel cell vehicles (S. 2260), authorize the use of energy savings performance
contracts to support the use of natural gas and electric vehicles (S. 761), and require the U.S. Postal Service to study the
feasibility of using natural gas and propane in long-haul trucks (S. 1486).

This edition expands its scope as a conveniently arranged petroleum fluids reference book for the practicing petroleum
engineer and an authoritative college text.
The third edition of this best-selling comprehensive introduction to servicing medium-heavy duty trucks has been
significantly updated and expanded. Coverage added includes twelve new or expanded chapters, including a
comprehensive introduction to electricity and electronics, the latest on electronic automatic transmissions, updated
braking systems including ABS, and completely revised chapters on air-conditioning to make it compliant with today's
standards. In addition to the revisions to the book, there is now a comprehensive support package including an all new
workbook featuring numerous and practical job-sheets for lab activities.
As landfills are closed and new and stricter legislation enacted, the problems of waste and pollution grow ever larger. Reengineering production lines to reduce the source of unusable by-products is one answer, and developing new
technologies to make use of these materials another. Recycling provides an immediate solution, and it is one that is
becoming more and more popular in a variety of industries ranging from styrene to steel to newsprint. Like the other titles
in the "Encyclopedia of Environmental Control Technology" series, this volume draws on contributors from around the
world who are engaged in finding ways to solve the problems of waste and devising new strategies for recycling.
LOOKING FOR TROUBLE: Mark Dalton isn’t sure if he finds trouble or if trouble finds him. But ever since his wife traded
him in for a prettier model, and he traded in his Private Eye business for a Peterbilt, it seems to be everywhere he goes.
In this collection of loosely interwoven who-dunnits, Edo van Belkom introduces Mark Dalton, Trucker Detective. Whether
he’s scooping up pretty hitchhikers with secrets, getting back goods stolen right out from under his nose, making a shady
repair shop pay, or solving a racially charged, post-9/11 murder, Dalton is one busy trucker. And truth is, he wouldn’t
have it any other way.
A former chairman of the joint chiefs of staff challenges misconceptions about the planning and execution of the Iraq
War, sharing insights into how America's national security system works while outlining a blueprint for key changes.
125,000 first printing.
This book offers a comprehensive look at an industry that plays a growing role in motor vehicle production in the United
States.
Expert Facebook advertising techniques you won't find anywhereelse! Facebook has exploded to a community of more
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than half a billionpeople around the world, making it a deliciously fertile playgroundfor marketers on the cutting edge.
Whether you want to leverageFacebook Ads to generate "Likes," promote events, sell products,market applications,
deploy next-gen PR, ,this unique guide is theultimate resource on Facebook's wildly successful pay-per-clickadvertising
platform. Featuring clever workarounds, unprecedentedtricks, and little-known tips for triumphant Facebook
advertising,it’s a must-have on the online marketer’s bookshelf.Facebook advertising expert Marty Weintraub shares
undocumentedhow-to advice on everything from targeting methods, advancedadvertising techniques, writing compelling
ads, launching acampaign, monitoring and optimizing campaigns, and tons more. Killer Facebook Ads serves up
immediately actionable tips &tactics that span the gambit. Learn what Facebook ads are good for, how to set goals,and
communicate clear objectives to your boss and stakeholders. Master highly focused demographic targeting on
Facebook'ssocial graph. Zero in on relevant customers now. Get extraordinary advice for using each available
adelement—headline, body text, images, logos, etc.—formaximum effect How to launch a Facebook advertising campaign
and crucialmonitoring and optimizing techniques Essential metrics and reporting considerations Captivating case studies
drawn from the author's extensiveFacebook advertising experience, highlighting lessons fromchallenges and successes
Tasty bonus: a robust targeting appendix jam-packed withamazing targeting combos Packed with hands-on tutorials and
expert-level techniquesand tactics for executing an effective advertising campaign, thisone-of-a-kind book is sure to help
you develop, implement, measure,and maintain successful Facebook ad campaigns.
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